HP ER Asphalt
Cold Patch

No VOC

Eco-Friendly and
Rejuvenating High
Performance Cold Patch™

Six key attributes
make HP ER the
most effective
solution.

1. PLIABLE
In the pile, in the bag, or in
the hole, the proprietary blend
is engineered to allow the
material to remain workable in
all climates and temperatures even below freezing.
2. STABLE
Enhanced binder design
strengthens aggregate
matrix ensuring repair
remains together. Open
to traffic immediately.
No raveling or rutting.
3. STRONG REPAIR
Rejuvenators and adhesion
promoters provide increased
cohesive strength so the
repair stays in place.
4. EASY COMPACTION
Select aggregate type and
gradation is designed to
accommodate easy and
thorough compaction.
5. SINGLE COMPONENT
Doesn’t require multiple
components, water, or
activators. Aggregate is fully
pre-coated, creating a strong
and long lasting bond.
6. ENHANCED ADHESION
Strengthened adhesive
properties keep material
together even when applied
in wet conditions without any
separation of the aggregate.

Crafco HP ER Cold Patch™ is a high performance, ready to use, permanent pavement
patching material. Crafco HP ER Cold Patch™ is specially formulated with No VOC
and a proprietary blend of rejuvenating & adhesion promoting additives to improve the
repair’s longevity for long-term performance.
With Crafco HP ER Cold Patch™ you can STOP repairing the same holes over and
over again! Crafco HP ER Cold Patch™ is easy to use – no mixing, heating, or special
application equipment required and is ideal for repairing potholes, utility cuts, wide cracks,
and other pavement voids and distresses on roads, highways, airport pavements, bridge,
and parking decks, and much more. Use on asphalt or concrete.

Available in: Easy-to-use 50 lb. bags & bulk!

The recognized leader in asphalt modification technology. Our materials
development team innovates new products through ongoing research to provide
our customers with safe, eco-friendly products that offer superior performance.

Supporting our customers with expert advice | crafco.com |

